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TimeLine South uses a 6-week process to create a brave  
space and a strong ensemble, to brainstorm about the topics  
that excite the teens and challenge them to use their voices 

creatively and courageously. All of this work culminates  
in the devised project FLOWERS GROW ON TREES.

In the first two years of the program, the walls of our room at  
the Harold Washington Cultural Center were covered with our 

bulletin boards and stickie notes – a collage of passions, ideas we 
were curious about, and inspirations.  In the last two years, we’ve 

had to move this process online, and so we lean on jamboards  
to allow us to add to our boards together in real time.

Here is a sampling of boards we used to arrive at the idea behind 
and the creation of FLOWERS GROW ON TREES.



WEEK ONE: Ensemble
Week One is led by Andrea Garcia and Devontae Quinn.

Ensemble week helps us build community with each other and find 
out what makes each ensemble member unique and unforgettable.

Our ensemble agreement is created together so that everyone 
can arrive at a brave, creative space each day. This is a working 

document that we can and do revisit if we are running into 
challenges or want to clarify ways to work together best.





WEEK TWO: Curiosity
This week is centered on movement and  

is led by Cage Sebastian Pierre.

Prompts for exploring movement included:
What moves you?

In exploring words through movement,  
what does REACH mean to you?







WEEK THREE: Exploration
This week is centered on acting skills and  

is led by Charles Andrew Gardner.

Goals included building a creative process  
for analyzing, interpreting and portraying living,  

breathing three-dimensional characters. 





WEEK FOUR: Creativity
This week is centered on the devising process  

and is led by Asia Martin.

Prompts for exploring creativity included:
What do you enjoy creating? What puts you in your most 

creative space? Music, paint, movement, talking with friends, 
watching movies/shows/plays that inspire you? How do you 
identify creativity in others? What supports your creativity?  

How do you add to and support the creativity of others?  
How would you like to add that creativity into the show?





WEEK FIVE: Flexibility
This week is centered around the design elements  

(costume, lighting, props, sound) of the show and how they  
can be added to our growing script to make it come alive  
through zoom squares.  The week is led by Levi Wilkins.

Discussion prompts for building the show this week included:  
What does intentionality mean to you? How are you intentional 
about the choices you make from day to day? How do we make 

intentional choices while building the world and story of the show?
WEEKS FIVE and SIX are about finalizing and filming the  

script and other design elements. All teen ensemble members  
received LED lights with multiple colors and settings  

to help transform their home/work spaces.




